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In recent years the output of taxonomic works relevant to the European 
Flora has greatly increased. At the same time there has been a growing interest 
in the theoretical aspects of taxonomy, and in the impact on the orthodox 
taxonomy of modern studies such as cytology, genetics and the variability 
of populations. This breakdown of the taxonomist's isolation affords an im
portant opportunity for useful discussion which can range over the whole 
field , from the methods of the herbarium taxonomy descended from the 
Linnean school to the application of statistical methods employing mathe
matical computers, from the idea of a species as a type specimen in a collection 
to the idea of a variable and evolving population in nature. The Flora Europaea 
project itself could hardly have taken shape in an earlier period, for although 
the actual Flora being written is quite " traditional" (see HEYWOOD (ed.) 
1958 for details), both the Editorial and Advisory Committees contain bo
tanists whose interests are primarily in more modern aspects of taxonomic 
studies, and the discussions at the Symposium held in Vienna in 1959 (HEY
WOOD (ed.) 1960) bear ample evidence of the general interest in the more 
modern approaches. 

My purpose in this paper is to survey some of the literature relevant to mo
dern studies of the European flora, and to attempt to indicate areas of agreement 
and possible solutions to some of the theoretical arguments about the nature 
and delimitation of taxa which are taking place as a result of these studies. 
There is a vast literature and this is not meant to be a comprehensive review. 
I hope that it will , however, indicate sufficiently well the genera] areas of 
development. 

History 

Logically, a study of taxonomy should begin with a historical survey. 
It is , however, possible to write history in a bewildering variety of ways, 
and for our present purpose many historical contributions are oflittle relevance. 
There is a very understandable tendency among taxonomists - indeed this 
probably applies to biologists as a whole - to take their acquaintance with the 
writings of their predecessors at second-hand from short historical accounts 
of the subject in standard text-books. This is perhaps excusable on the part 
of the biochemist or cytologist, for to him the early writings are probably 
at best only of academic interest; but for the taxonomist the position is radically 
different. Whether we like it or not, mid-twentieth-century biology is using 
a system of description and classification for the higher organisms which cannot 
be understood except as a product of seventeenth and eighteenth-century 
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minds. History cannot be, as it were, an "optional extra subject" for the 
taxonomist interested in what he is doing and why; for all the tools of his 
traditional activity go back basically unchanged to the time of Unnaeus, 
and indeed in some cases to much earlier times. In this connexion the recent 
publication of a new facsimile uf the Species Plantarum, including most 
valuable introductory and additional material relevant to the understanding 
of Linnaeus' work, is of major importance, and the work should be consulted 
by all taxonomists (STEARN 1957, 1959). 

Although it is common knowledge , the importance of the fact that modern 
biology originated in a particular area of Europe (cf. STEARN l 959a) seems 
to have been very little stressed by writers on the history of taxonomy. The 
wider implications of a restricted origin in time and space for the shape of 
modern Angiosperm taxonomy cannot concern us here , and I have dealt 
with them elsewhere (WALTERS 1961). It is not however possible to under 
stand some of our modern problems concerning genera and species wit 
hout relating them to this historical background. We must find out who 
in fact "created" the taxa we still use today, and if possible try to understand 
both the practical technique employed and (a more difficult task) the thought
processes involved. Although for these purposes a study of the Species Plan 
tarum is valuable and instructive , it is by no means sufficient; for Linnaeus 
himself was not operating in vacua, and indeed a great many of the really 
familiar genera of north-west Europe at any rate were already known (i.e. 
the name and roughly the present concept) long before the time of Linnaeus. 
ToURNEFORT (1700) or even BAUHIN (1623) can be consulted to verify thifl . 
The genus and the species, in many cases even in the familiar " Lin
n ean" binomial, were well-defined concepts widely in use in seventecnth 
century biology, and they arise from Aristotelian philosophy, concerned with 
the nature of classification in general. This philosophical aspect of Linnaem.' 
work, to which I shall return later, is ably discussed by CAIN (1958). 

The two-stage hierarchical classification of genus and species , standardised 
by Linnaeus , can then be looked upon as a "philosophical necessity" in the 
growth of biological science. In practice it was strongly reinforced by the 
effect of rapidly increasing knowledge, which necessitated subdivision of 
groups already recognised in medieval herbals , often because of their medicinal 
or other importance in the life of the community. Thus the genus Gentiana 
originates as a name for a kind of plant important for its medicinal propertiet-. 
and then expands (or fragments) with increased knowledge into a number of 
<lifferent species. Gesner wrote in ·the sixteenth century (ARmm 1938): "There 
are scarcely any plants that constitute a genus which may not be divided into 
two or more species. rrhe ancients described one species of Gentian; I know 
of ten or more." Or, to take another example of familiar plants , many modern 
U mbelliferous genera can be traced, as names for k i n d s of U mbellifen., 
back to that remarkable work by MORISON (1672) " Plantarum Umbelliferarum 
Distributio Nova" , which is the first family monograph ever written. Lrn
)!AEUS did not, in such cases, have a free hand ; he was, as we are today, 
influenced and restricted by the traditional literature ; and in many caseR 
where common European plants were concerned, the name and the approximate 
concept were given to him ready-made. 

This fact is of the utmost importance in understanding the shape and size 
of Angiosperm genera - and indeed of families too , although a consideration 
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of this aspect. is outside the scope of the present paper. It enables us Lo givP 
an answer , jn terms of the history of t he gc neric cone pt. to questions such 
as: "Why are man,v U mbelliferous g<. nern smaJI and difficult. to define? .. 
or " \Vh)' a.re certain Angio ·perm g(-ntra suc h as Senecio, Astragal'us , E 'uplwrbia 
and Oarex of enorrnous size '?" The key Lo t he. ·e problems is to he sought, 
not primaril)· in the natme of variation in the group concPrnccl, but ill t.lw 
history of taxonom.v. The r<.> leYant partH of tha.t hi story can be srnnrnariHf'<l 
as follu\vs: 

lksP- ription n11d na111i11g ul' k i 11 cl R of plo.11t.s (prn -Li111100.n). 
l 11n<•ast>d lrnmdl'd g<' leading tu a g C' n n r i c and s fJ e c i f' i <' <'Oll<'t>p!. (prc -Li1111<•u11) . 
Nlu rHlanli snli() ll of g <' nu s a11d s p e c i o s wit·lt lii110111ial s: dofinitiu11 (11llll'<' or k ss 11d<'q11atn 

f'<J I' kn0\\"11 ntHh' rial ) o f gcnel'Cl . (LlNNAl':llR). 

1~:n()r11111t 1 s add it inn of IH ' W 1111th·rial, <'Rpcc·ially <·xt rn - Eunip<'Hll, u s i 11 g t It <' L inn ea 11 
fr <l 1n 1· \\" or k (late L'igltt <w ntlt <~<·nt,ury and on rly nirH'tl'l'lltli eontury) . 

~lo\\"<'l' g rowt.h with d e tailPd rnonog raphic· wurk ; "t•n•n,t ion " uf s 11111ll nnd 111u11otypi1· g(' ll <' l'H 
(11rn.i11l y s<'<'ond hn.lf vf ni11l'lt 'et1l l1 e 011tur_v). 

The thcRis here ad ntllc<.-'d 1nay be Rll m nwd 11 pin Lile fol lowin g gPneraliHat.ionl': 

I . Tliern is u w•1w ral t·u1T ·htlio 11 hl'lw1' <'11 tl11 • s i '/, t' "r g1'11<'l'rt \\' itl1i11 a f'n111ily nnd !II<' a g 1· 
of' U1mw g<' IH' l'a ll s e () 11 (' e p l :-; i 11 l It ll Ill i II d () r l 11 (' t ll x (J II u Ill i s t. A Hi111ilur 
t'Ol'l'l'\H(il)ll <'X ist,s li e l\\"l'!' ll uge and HiZO of fan1ili1 ·s . 'l'li !'sr• l'(Jl'l'('l1tLillllS WI'!'(' n o (< •d l1y ,J. ( '. \\ ' ill is 
(d'. pnrtic·11l a rl y \,\'1 1,Lfs l!)-1-!J ) . l1t1t g i\·0 11 u11 (' J'l'OIH'ous i11l<•rprl'latio11: IH' tlw11µ lrt of' tl11 · n g (' 
of t.lw laxon as its prr·su111od <'\·n l11 Lionm·y age, and failo<l to H<' <' it s siµ:11ifi!'11111·c i11 l<'t'111:-; of' t h 0 
hi s tory uf' t o.xo no111y . 'fhi s <'1J l'l'<'l1tli o u rc quir<'s 110 Pxplunatirn1 1111( i11l1 <' r1 •11t i11 !Ill ' g rowtl1 of" 
taxo110111it· knowlndgl'. 

2. Nu lnrgo gonuR ran b e wholly 01· PY<'ll large!,\· l•:nrnpc·a11. This t'ollows front t IH1 ftwt Umt. t 111· 
l•;urop<iftn Jlora was l'('lul ivdy Wl' ll -knowu U\' ('I' many c·< •nLuri1·s . and ge11us -fo1 ·111i11 g nanws wo1 tld 
110 n,,·ai lal1lP t,o Lirnwcu:-; from Llto earlier hot.anieal lil <'ratnrn. Titus tltc f l 111lJ e lf ~f,.m r 1·1111sist<·il 
1d' a r a ll1 i I .\" ('O!ltain ing a largo 11umlwr of g l' II(' I' a in prc- Lin1wa11 lrnluny; had ( lr< 'Y U( 'l' ll 

u11k11ow11 and umlesnilieJ, ibey 1night h ave eo11st.itul<'d it si11gle gc' nu s. The few ex<·cptium; Lo 
thiH " rui n" arc t lw1nseh·os very illuminating: for exlu11ple St'lenr,, one of t lt o lu.rgoHt l ~11rop<' 1:Ul 
gcrw ra, hn,;; Lh o 11min rna;;s o f its sp eeim; in t.hc E. Medit .o r1 ·anotut arna, rc·ln.t.i\'! 'l y unknown to 
Li11n11<'tt s, who had only '-27 spcr~ios in tho S po<· i (' s J> la n La r urn (fo r· Uw wlio l 1~ W!Jrld !). 

:L TIH' r<'ally la, r g<> g<' lll'l'il in t.IH' worl<l 's fiora aro " old " in l'Ollcl'pt and so d n liu1i tc<l liy Li1111 Ul 'll s 
t.lmt larg<' nu1nliors uf p ost- Linnea11 spec:ics <·ou ld evonLually be aceommodaLod in thelll. Tl1<' 
en ormo u s genus Euphorbia proYides a very instructive contrast to the Umbelliferae. Tn both 
caRPR the plants are easily r ecogni sed a s conRtitu ting a group. at loast as they a t'<' repr<'sonkd 
in 1,: ul'Op<-. BoLh lta\"C' u ratl11•r prol' iS<', s p ocialiscid i11flor0R<'<'n <·e sLructurc, a11d holl1 posHc•ss us('ful 
\"t'g<'l at i\"!' !'l11trnc·Lcrs . Earl y l'l't'ognit.ion of th0s<· gt'll<' l'al l'l'Sn!llblan<'1's lt' <I. liowt'\'<'I'. in Llte <·as<· 
of tlw 1 ·111/n•lliferne to th P r0<·og11ition of a fa 111 i I y wit.Ii many g c n o r a. whil sL IC117Jlwrhi u 
t'<' l1Htined n s ig lc g<'nu s. H o r< ' t.IH' clifff' t'f'nt. pntt ' rn of c lass ific-ation !JUH, I lw lit •\·1·. itH 1'xpln.nat.io11 
d!'< ' fl i11 11w,li <·ntl liotiu 1y. wlti<·h it s(• lf' was oxpli e itly lius!'d on tl1 l' Cr<'<'k w 1·it<'l'H. 'l'lw si n~IP f"uc·t 
wliid1 pn•\·1· 11h•d !II<' pr<'- Linnea11 n·cognition and nn111i11 g of fl. rturnlwr of gl' tl<'ra in ·' ]1)11/JhorlJia" 
wus tl1Pil' c•ss t• 11tial s imilarity i11 1u o di r in al UR<'; !111 • diffme nt kind s o f Eu7J/wrliia wm·0 
not importaut l.\ · different for the purposes of n·cognition by t lH ' lwrliu li s Ls of E;uropc. This ai>senC'<' 
of "genus- forming namcH" m eanL that Linnae u s t.olPrat<'d. in !II<' caR<' of R111,fwrbfo. a gt•11us 
of rrn s pPriC'R, tl1<' h rg0st gc'nll S o r flowc•rin g plnnts to be fonnd in lho s p (' c i (' H J> I an ta I' u tn. 

Tit <' largpsL gc•n 11s of a ll , S enceio, in wlii1·l1 W( ' to leraLo 111on· than 2000 HpeciC's, <'Ontains u rnr' n ' 
27 in the S p <' <' i c s PI an ta I' urn; a hr<1r1.d g<>11cric ding ncmi s whif"h was adequate f'or hota
ni eal knowl1 •d g0 at tlw tirrw of' Linnaf'US l1 aR a llowNI rnan y hu11drPd R or Hp er i<'H disc·o\ '(' l'<'d s 11li 
,.;0quo nLly Lo " flow" into t.hi s genus. 

4. Two 1111tin factorR l0d t.o early l'P<'ng nit ion of' gNW l'll. in E11rn1w. viz . c·onspiruous11<·ss a 11d 
oeonn 111ic i1npurtu.n cc. Thus moHL fn,J11iliar Eurnpean Lrees l10lon g to diffen'nt gc·1H' r·a, s inC'e Lhl'y 
coinli i11<' both Lltese feaLurns; au< l w o are therefore ohl iged t o work n generie diffo1·e11<·e belwco11 , 
say, Alnu.s and B ctula or Quercu8 and Cu.8tanea because of Lho history of pre - Linnean botany. 
An . <'xt.reme case where conspicuousness and economic i111portanco corubiue is provi<le d by the 
frurl:lrcos re lated to the p ea1· (Pyrus). H e re Linneau s was pl'ovidccl with genorie uames from the 
classical authors (Pyru8, Malus, Oydonia), but h e was so impressed by the s imilarity of theso 
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gen era t h at h o uniteu them under Pyru s. It is particularly amusing to find in this case that 
t radi tion h as proved u lt imately t oo stron g, and we have reverted to the classica l gen era provided 
fo r UR. Can we seriou s ly d oubt that if t h e frui t trees of t h e Pomo·ideae h a d b een, say, N ew Zeala nd 
p lnn ts nnkno wn to p rc -Linu can botan y, we s hou ld n ow h a ve been contentedly op erating with 
a sing le gc·nuH? The Gramineae prov id e a n inte res tin g s tud y in t he evolut ion of generic con cep ts, 
pa rti <'11l n l'l y w hen th e gerw ri c p attern o f t h e g rriRses is f'ontl'aRted wit h that in t h e Cyperaceae. 
Mnny c·o rmnon E urop oan g raRses a r0 Linnean go n o r u, (e.g . A lopecurtts, Aven a, H ordeum, 
Loli111n): t hey am a nd wero of ocon orni c impor tance eit h er as pasture grasses o r cereals, and a pre 
Li111wa11 111o nog1·aph o f tl H~ Gramineae exists (Sc.arnucHZE; H 1719) i 11 R p it, f' o f t h c t e c h 
n i c a I d i f f i (. u I t, y i 11 , . o I v o d i n t b e d c s c r i p t i o n a 11 d c o rn p a r i s o n o f 
t, h e grass f I o we r a n d in f l ores c e n c e . As in other f'ascs, Linna;eus w as g iven 
l'ead y- rn l1d o a uu1nbc1· uf gon e l'i c cou co p ls in th e Grurnineae. B y cunt rast, tlt o Cyperareae, o f s imila r 
(C'C' hnical diffi n 1lt.v lmL luck ing ocon omic importan ce, wnrf' re lat ively unknown to Linnaeus; 
li ('J t< 'P t. lw t~ normo uR gonus Can::r. whi ch now h as over 1000 RpPc icH, hu t in Ll 1c S p ec i es 
P I n n (; fi r n rn C'ont.a inod o nl y 2n. 

I Rhou]d perhaps make it clear now that I do not wish to imply that 
no objectively definable differences exist in patterns of variation within and 
lmtwcen gro11 ps of Flowering P lants. lt is obvious that there · ar e great 
differences in thi s respect , and 1 shall return to a consideration of these later . 
The single point which must be made here is th a t nothing can usefully be 
said of t he significance of the different sizes of genera if the origin of the genus 
af:i a conce pt is ignored , nor can Ji sc usRions on the " reality " of genera and 
species possibJy be usefu l if conducted in ignorance of the philosophical 
background of the t erms. 

The great taxonomist s of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century, 
de J uss uw, de CANDOLLE, l{obert BROWN and others, produced the main 
outline of the system of Angiosperm classification as we use it today, and, 
beginning with de J ussrn u's Ge n er a P 1 ant arum (1789) , named and 
defined most of the genera which we still use . It cannot be too strongly em 
phasised tha t Angios perm t a xonomy is a wholly pre-Darwinian discipline , 
both in its practice and in its theoretical justification or philosophical basis . 
\,Ye have an excellen t account of t hese principles of taxonomy in de CANDOLLE's 
" Theorie Elementa ire de la Botanique" (eel. 2, 181 H). For our purposes here , 
de Candolle's discussion of the genus and the species js particularly interesting. 
[n t he second edition he defends the generally held belief in the fixity of 
species, but shows himself fu Uy aware of infraspecific variation and the pro
blems it raises, recommending experimental procedures to help to decide 
whether two taxa should bA treated as separate species or as mere varieties 
of a single species . These experiments should inrnlve culti' ation and growing 
the plant from seed , if possjble through several generations. Regarding the 
genus he is extremely practi cal, givjng a series of rules for the creation of 
genera. These are quite honest and explicit, and even allow, "in doubtful 
cases", for the use of practical considerations, such as the number of species 
to be included . " To avoid useleEs nomenc]atural changES, one should", jn certain 
special cases, " leave the genera as it has been customary to have them, and 
indicate divisions as simple sections" . No better advice could be given to 
mid-twentieth-century taxonomjst s ! 

In de Candolle's work we see an interesting differEn ce of emphasi~ from that 
of LINNAEUS, who in Phi l o s ophia Botan i ca (1751) stated that 
both species and genera are natural, distinctly created units: 

' ·8pecies numoram Lts, qnot di,·er~ae fo nnae in princip io sunt creatae". 
"Genus omne est naturalis, in p rirnordi a t a le creatum ". 
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(It is of course true that LINNAEUS found difficulty in reconciling the exi
stence of hybrids with such a rigid view, and somewhat modified it in a later 
work.) We find LINNAEUS insisting on the "reality" of both species and genus ; 
de Candolle, whilst clinging to the dogma of special creation and the fixity 
of species, clearly treats the genus as a classificatory unit to be made, if neces
sary, on severely practical considerations of convenience to the user of th 
classification. It seems possible that this difference in emphasis has at its 
basis the different states of knowledge in the two periods; Linnaeus was 
inevitably, as we have already seen , occupied to a large extent with using 
a traditional accumulation of names for more or less well-known plants ; 
whilst de Candollc and his contemporaries took the ordered Linnean frame
work of genera and species and had to add a vast number of new plants from 
the hitherto unexplored parts of the world. The "art of genus-making" de 
novo was practised mostly between 1780 and 1850. The new s p e c i e s 
might be recognised by the explorer-.na turalist in the field , at least in a num her 
of cases ; but the decisions as to the gene r i c boundaries were taken in 
Herbaria in Geneva, Paris , Berlin and London. 

Logic of classification 

We must now consider briefly the subject to which some reference has al 
ready been made, namely the inter-relations between logic and philosophy 
on the one hand, and "natural classification" on the other. An adequate 
treatment of this difficult subject is not within my power, nor would it be pos
sible to accommQdate it in this paper; but the relevance of the general theory 
of classification to our subject is too obvious to need justification. Linnaeus, 
as we have seen, based his standardisation of genus and species on the tradi
t ional Aristotelian logic. This in itself inevitably took as its main illustrations 
t he classifications of Jiving things , and it seems reasonable to conclude that 
formal logic, which was an essential part of the mental apparatus of every 
educated man before the nineteenth century, is, as it were, adapted to the 
particular requirements of biological classification. Thus the idea of the"kind" 
as a natural class or grouping of objects sharing an indefinitely large number of 
common attributes, arose from observation of the world ofliving beings, in which 
in<li,,iduals can be grouped into "kinds" and are in fact so classified, to some ex
tent at least , in ordinary language. In the formal logic familar to Linnaeus , five 
sorts of class-name are available ("Predicables" ) viz. genus, species, 
different i a , prop r i a and a cc id en s. The first two differ in 
that they must be of the "essence" of the subject ; they must be true " kinds"; 
and Linnaeus was being faithful to the traditional logic in converting this 
to a belief that both g e n e r a and s p e c i e s were created as such. In 
two respects , however, the Linnean standardisation distorted Aristotelian 
Jogic ; firstly in that it used the predicables as technical terms for the classes 
themselves; and secondly (a more serious departure) it restricted their use 
to make a pair of categories, one subordinate to the other, whereas in logic 
the same name can be a genus with respect to a subordinate species, 
and a species with respect to a higher genus. 

From the time of Linnaeus onwards, few biologists have been very interested 
in the logical background of the technical terms - indeed regrettably few 
seem to have shown much interest in the philosophical basis of classification 
as a whole - and the significance of the Aristotelian distinction seems to 
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have been rather over-looked. Among the logicians and philosophers ~ however, 
J. S. MILL in his System of Logic (1843) gives a remarkable assessmen't of 
the theory of natural classifl.cation, .stressing the value of the distinction 
between groups made artificially on a 'single"criterion, and those made natur
ally - the Aristotelian "kinds". It is worth quoting in extenso: 

"It appears that the properties, on which we ground our classes, sometimes exhaust all that 
the class has in common, or contain it all by some mode of implication; but in other instances we 
make a selection of a few properties from among not only a great number, but a number inex
haustible by us, and to which as we know no bounds, they may, so far as were are concerned, 
be regarded as infinite. 

There is no impropriety in saying that of these two classifications, the one answers to a much 
more radical distinction in the things themselves, than tho other does. And if any one even chooses 
to say that the one classification is made by nature, the other by us for our convenience , he will 
be right; provided h e m oan s no more than this, - that where a certain apparent difference 
between things (although perhaps in itself of little moment) answers to we know not what numLee 
of other differences, pervading not only their known properties but properties yet undi scovered , 
it is not optional but imperative to recognise this difference as the foundation of a specific di 8-
tinction: while, on the contrary, differences that are merely finite and determinate, like those 
designated by the words white, black, or red, may be disregarded if the purpose for which the 
classification is made does not require attention to those particular properties. The differences, 
however, are made by nature, in both cases; while the recognition of those differences as grounds 
of classification and of naming, is, equally in both cases, the act of 1nan: only in the one case, the 
ends of language and of classification ·would be subverted if no notice were taken of the differenc0. 
while in the other case, the necessity of taking notice of it depends upon the importance or un 
importance of the particular qualities in which the difference happens to consist. 

Now, these classes, distinguished by unknown multitudes of properties, and r.ot solely by a f0w 
d eterminate ones, are the only c lasses which, by the Aristotelian logicians, were considered as 
genera or species." 

MILL, who had some familiarity with biological classification and tsome 
experience of species in the field, was clearly impressed, as the vast majo 
rity of naturalists have always been, with the distinctness of "kinds" 
of organisms. Any philosophical account of biological classification, or for 
that matter any practical procedure , which does not , as it were, take 
this psychological fact into account , is unlikely to. commend itself 
to the biologist of today any more than it would to Linnaeus. Yet the pe 
culiar impact of Darwin 's work on this problem was to deprive a I I taxo
nomic categories, family, genus and species alike, of "objective existence". 
Thus DARWIN himself wrote of the species: - "l look at the term species 
as one arbitrarily given for the sake of convenience to a set of individuals 
closely resembling each other." (Origin of Species, 1859), and in the writings 
of many scientists in the latter' half of the nineteenth century we find 
similar ideas expressed. For example JEVONS ( 1877) in a general text-book 
"Principles of science" states: "We now, however, perceive that the exi
stence of such groups as genera and species is an arbitrary creation 
of the naturalist's mind." It seems that in refuting the dogma of special 
creation Darwin and -the Darwinians were over-zealous, perhaps under
standably so. To dismis,s the recognition of natural "kinds'' as arbitrary 
creations of the naturalist's mind is perhaps permissible if done by the no 
minalist philosopher as part of a general philosophical assessment; but 
neither Darwin nor his followers in general were equipped to do this. 
Mill's analysis of the problem, for all its ignorance of the evolutionary 
proces, is nevertheless both more useful and more realistic. 

Of course the important Darwinian contribution to the theory of natural 
classification was the explanation offered by the idea of common descent 
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for the hitherto mysterious "affinities" between organisms a.nd between classes 
of organisms. Whatever their views on more .contro ersial questions , most 
biologists since Darwin have agreed that their ability to make any rrnrnnably 
agreed natural classification of organisms depends upon the fact of organic 
evolution .and the laws of inheritance. (It \Vais inevitable that post-Darwinian 
writers interpreted the existing natural classifications naively in a phylogenetic 
sense; but a discussion of this aspect of the subject lies outside the scope of 
this paper.) 

It is very significant that i n p r a c t i c e it made no visible diffPrence 
to taxonomic method whether the expert was working on an explicitly Aristo
telian framework of "natural" genera and species (as Linnaeus), on a basis 
of "reality" of the species only (as de Can<lolle or Lindley ) or on a basis of 
t.he Darwinian view that a 11 taxonomic categories were convenic nt ab
stractions from a complex of populations varying in srace and time. The 
practical importance of taxonomy, to provide a g( neral framework of reference 
for the science of Botany as a whole, has ensured that the Linne an binomials 
and the system of classification of genera into familie s largely stabiJiE"ed by 
de Jussieu have remained to the present day. Nor is it within the bounds of 
practical possibility to scrap the "classical" herharium taxonomy for the 
Flowering Plants and substitute any fundamentally different method , even 
if it were clear on theoretical ground8 that a different Hystem would be more 
useful. 

Experimental taxonomy 

The twentieth century has seen the growth of understanding of the nature 
-0f variation and the laws of heredity, and the impact of modern cytogenetics 
on taxonomy raises practical questions which in themselves have stimulat€d 
theoretical discussions. The relevance to taxonomy of knowledge of the vari 
ability of populations has of course long bern appreciated; but it is only withjn 
the last half-century that botanists have undertaken the large-scale experi
mental investigations which reveal the different ratterns of genetical behaviour 
underlying the orthodox taxonomic patterns of morphological difference. 
Today this new body of knowledge is so imy:ortant and extensive that in its 
taxonomic application it is generally distinguished from the "cla~sica.J" or 
"orthodox" taxonomy as "biosystematics" or "experimental taxonomy". 
A valuable account of this new field of knowledge was provided by HESLOP

HARRISON ( 1953); and the relevant literature was admirably surveyed by 
STEBBINS (1950) in his detailed text-book "Variation and Evolution in Plants". 

In the present paper, I shall confine myself rather rigidly to considering 
the relevance of biosystematic investigation to the definition and use of the 
categorifs of g. nm and species. It is here that dirngreementsarisingfromadesire 
to use ne"'T ] nowlu ... ge assume the greatest practical importance. It is a matter 
of indiffer n ·_ e to the vast majority of botanists whether Paeonia should be 
included in the Ranunculaceae or dignified by being given a separate family; 
but ·no-one who uses the names can escape the consequences of splitting 
the genus Lycopodium or the species Eleocharis palustris. 

In one important sense, the majority of biologists interested in classification 
since DARWIN have disagreed with something which DARWIN explicitly stated 
(see above); that is, they have reverted to the traditional view that the majority 
of taxonomic species .are "real entities" which it is their business to "discover" 
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in nature.* This common-sense view that there are "kinds" of organisms , which 
as we have seen was present in Aristotelian thought , is particularly obvious 
in the ·writings of zoologists; and it would be useful to consider why this 
should be so. From Greek times onwards, Man and the higher animals have 
naturally ranked very largely as examples in discussions on the logic and prin
ciples of classification. Thus the standard examples of Aristotelian logic used 
by MILL (1843) all concern "Man" as an "animal", and the three papers 
on classification by the eighteenth-century philosopher KANT consider the 
Jogical and philosophical implications of attempts to classify "the human 
race" (see RABEL 1927 pp. 269 et seq.). The peculiar importance of comparative 
zoology in the foundation of the theory and practice of "natural classification" 
was seen with particular clarity by the French philosopher Auguste COMTE, 
" the founder of Logical Positivism", whose writings on classification had 
particularly impressed MILL. COMTE writes (trans. MARTINEAU, H. 1853): 
"The multiplicity and complexity (of organisms) , are not ... obstacles to 
the systematic arrangement; on the contrary, they are aids , as the diversity 
of their relations offer a greater number of analogies ... That is the reason 
why the classification of animals is superior to that of vegetables ... " 

It is not therefore surprising that the species-concept is greatly influenced 
by - indeed one might say based upon - the situation to be found in 
the Mammalia. Now Homo sapiens is an "ideal" species; that is, it is 
sharply demarcated morphologically from other living anthropoids, and so 
far as we know all races of man are inter-fertile. It is this coincidence of mor
phologically-defined "orthodox" species and genetically-defined interbreeding 
groups which has naturally and consistently attracted the attention of bio
logists. We find explicit references to it, for example , in the writings of RAY 
(1686); and it was easy to accommodate the dogma of special creation to such 
a dual criterion of the species. The inter-fertility of individuals of the same 
species, and their sterility with individuals of other species, fitted well with 
the notion that each species had in fact been created as distinct; the Adam 
and Eve legend for the origin of man served as a model for the whole of created 
life, and all existing members of any species were the descendants of an original 
pair. As GILMOUR has pointed out in a recent review of the species-concept 
(1958) there is no doubt that the idea of the species still comes to us "trailing 
clouds of special-creation glory"; and it was precisely this view of the "real 
species" which Darwin was at pains to refute. 

The synthesis of Darwinian and Mendelian ideas in population genetics 
do~s , however, focus attention upon a unit of great evolutionary significance , 
namely the actual interbreeding population or g am ode me, defined a s 
"an assemblage of individuals so situated in space and time and so similar 
to each other in morphology and physiology that they are all capable of 
interbreeding within the limits imposed by sex differences, incompatibility 
barriers, and the like". (HESLOP-HARRISON 1960; GILMOUR and HESLOP
HARRISON 1954**)). The relationship between a unit defined in this way and 
one defined on morphological criteria is both of theoretical and practical 
importance; theoretically because an understanding of small-scale or micro -

* See CELAKOVSKY (1873) for an oarly qualified acceptance of " Darwinism" as applied to the 
species problem. 

** All t erms ending in the suffix " -dome" are defined in this paper. 
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evolutionary processes depends upon an adequate description, in genetical 
terms, of the process usually described in terms of the morphology of the 
individual phenotype as "speciation"; and in practice, because there is a na
tural tendency on the part of taxonomists to wi sh to employ in the definition 
of their taxa these important genetical criteria. Now it is on practical grounds, 
inherent in the nature of the experimental material, that the Angiosperm 
taxonomist (and indeed the botanist in general) finds himse lf unable use
fully to "equate" the species of orthodox taxonomy, with an expe.rimentally
defined "hologarnoderne" ("genetical species", "ecospecies" of TuRESSON). 
It is obvious to the flowering-plant taxonomist that the species which he 
describes and to which he gives binomials necessarily show when investigated 
biosysternaticaly many different situations. This has been recognised and 
exemplified in the "Short Guide for Contributors to Flora Europaea" (HeY
WOOD , (ed. ) 1958), where the following statement was made by the Editorial 
Committee: 

"All available ev iden ce ... should be taken into consideration in delirniting species, but tho 
species so recognised must b o definable on morphology. The sp eC'ies, dPfin C'd morphologically, 
will however illustrate different kinds of evolutionary situations; in other wonls, species arc 
equivalent only by d esignation, uncl n ot by virtue of the nature or exten t of their evolut ionary 
<I ifferenti a tion.'' 

It is in fact surprisingly difficult to find an example of an " ideal" or un
complicated species amongst the rapidly-growing number of cases which have 
been investigated in flowering plants by modern bisystematic methods. :Far 
from being the normal situation, a clearly morphologically-definable species 
of plant which is also a single hologamodeme looks almost like the exception. 
Of course, our sample of cases investigated is biassed , for there has natur
ally been a -tendency to study situations where the evidence of orthodox 
taxonomy and field behaviour suggests that some complication is present; 
but the total amount of relevant data which we now have at our disposal 
for the European Flora would not encourage anyone to look for a general 
coincidence of genetically-defined populations with morphologically-defined 
species. 

A p o:m ix i s 

In considering the genetical phenomena shown by flowering-plant species, 
it is perhaps most useful to eliminate first the cases of non-sexual reproduction 
or a po mix is. In the narrower sense of the term, as involving reproduction 
by seed but without fertilisation (a g am o sperm y, c. f. GusTAFSSON, 
1946), this phenomenon is now known to characterise certain notoriously
difficult "critical groups" of species or whole genera. It is indeed one of the 
obvious triumphs of cytogenetic study that apomixis and its relationship to 
taxonomic complexity is now so well understood, although much more in 
detail remains obscure in each particular case. A peculiar difficulty of discussing 
the taxonomic treatment of apomicts is that a whole range of genetical and 
taxonomic situations is involved, and a solution which is practicable in one 
case may well prove unworkable in another. In one general respect, however, the 
taxonomic problem of the major apomictic groups is easy .. . namely in that 
there is very general agreement amongst taxonomists that a n y treatment 
adopted is necessarily incomplete and is to be judged in simple terms of its 
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convenience and utility. Apomictic species to which binomials are given an~ 
so obviously undefinable on any criteria other than the traditional ones of 
morphology that the only remaining possibility of argument is whether 
a detailed classification of many "micro-species" serves any useful purpose. 
It is impracticable to con3ider in any detail more than one or two selected 
cases of apomictic gr,oups in the European flora , and I shall therefore confine 
my remarks very largely to the genus Alchemilla and the Ranunculus auri 
comus-cassubicus complex, as examples differing both in genetical nature and 
in terms of possible taxonomic treatment. 

In the case of Alchemilla, an orthodox taxonomy, in which a large number 
of species were described within the Linnean A. vulgaris and A. alpina , 
was provided in the latter part of the nineteenth century by the Swiss botanist 
BUSER. The taxa described by Buser and earlier taxonomists ranged from 
widespread European species such as A. monticola 0PIZ (A. pastoralis BusER) 
to very local endemics such an A. faeroensis BusER of Iceland and the Fa9roes . 
~hey are mostly "good" species in the traditional taxonomic sense; that is, 
a key can be made to enable the student to identify well-grown material with 
considerable success, and they possess characteristic geographical distributions, 
aind in some cases distinct ecological preferences. There can be little doubt that, 
had only a few such species occurred in Europe , they would have been in 
no way "critical" ... and indeed this is the case in regions where Alchemillas 
as a whole are rare, for example, in Ireland, where the six species which occur 
can be distinguished very easily. 

The cytogenetic investigation of Alchemilla dates back to the very early 
days of such work, and is associated with the names of Strasburger and Mur
heck in the last years of the nineteenth century. We now know that all in
vestigated Alchemillas of the "vulgari.s" group (Section H eliodrosium RoTHM.) 
and nearly all of the "alpina" group (Section Chirophyllum RoTHM.) arc 
totally apomictic , with wholly or largely degenerate pollE n and agamospermous 
seed. Only the morphologically isolated Linnean species A. pentaphylla and 
a very few "alpina" species are sexual. The orthodox taxonomy, so well 
executed by BUSER, has been extended by LINDBERG, SAMUELSSON, RoTH
MALER, PAWLOWSKI and J UZEPCUK, until an adequate account of the Alche
·millas of Europe is quite a practicable undertaking which Professor Hothmaler 
hopes to complete in the near future. Convenient bibliographies of the relevant 
literature are contained in RoTHMALER and JANCHEN (1957) and PoELT (1958). 
For the purposes of Flora Europaea, I have suggested a possible abridged 
account which would describe ·an wide-ranging micro-species but omit some 
at least of the very local endemics (WALTERS in HEYWOOD 1960). 

There is no serious practical difficulty in employing binomials and therefore 
treating as species the two or three hundered Alchemillas of Europe, for as 
we have seen earlier we are apparently prepared to tolerate genera with more 
t han 2,000 species (Senecio) which are not known to be characterised by any 
reproductive peculiarity. The naming of many apomictic micro-species does, 
however, inevitably lead to the emplo.vment of binomials also as aggregate 
names; for the ecologist, often working with inadequate material in the field , 
it is important to have available the binomial "Alchemilla ·vulgaris" in the 
collective or aggregate sense, and the alternative "Alchemilla Section H elio
drosium" is too cumbersome to commend itself. The success of the binomial 
<: onvention for apomictic groups is evident from a glance at the various accounts 
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of Alchemilla in different Floras; these have achieved a degree of co-ordination 
which has not yet been possible in many Jess critical genera. J uzEPCUK stated 
( 1958) "Systematists working with such genera have long been of the unani 
mous opinion that only a binomial system of nomenclature applied to every 
aromictic form is the rational method of research". w·ith these sentiments 
I would agree, although I would attribute the unanimity of systematists 
·working with Alchemilla to their realisation of the convenience of using bino
mjals in the traditional manner, not to any "rationality" in the method of 
research. 

The taxonomy of the R annnculus auricomus-cassnbicus complex. in which 
pseudogamous agamospermy is the rule, present a very differ -,nt picture from 
tha.t of Alchemilla. In this case there is no satisfactory nineteenth-century 
foundation for a detailed treatment, and irn;tead we have as yet only frag-
1m ntary studies usually on a national or regional basis. Convl nient biblio 
graphiesaregivcnin JAsrnwrcz lU56 andRous1 1%6.Itisquite impossible, in the 
present state of our knowledge of the group, to offer any reasonable account 
of the micro-species in Europe; and in the opinion of some at least of those who 
have specially studied this group , the very local cndemisrn of most of the apo
micts makes it unlikel y that the pattern of variation over a wide area will be 
snsceptible of the kind of taxonomic treatment which it has proved possible 
to apply to Alchemilla. It may well be that BusER was not only particularly 
gifted in his ability to recognise and describe small but constantly-correlated 
differences as a basis for his species of Alchemilla, but he was al so rarticularly 
fortunate in that the main patterns of va1fation so described are significant 
throughout the whole range of the group. If he had submitted Ranunculus 
U'ttricomus to a similar treatment, it would aprarently have been far lc t:s 
successful. 

This kind of diffennce ju pattern of variation between apomictic groups 
cannot yet be understood in terms of the probable evolutionary history; but 
it is tempting to suppose that the wide-ranging Alchemilla micro-species, 
showing within themselves considerable genetic variation (see TURESSON 1943), 
are old taxa, whilst local E ndemism in apomictic groups is likely to be indicative 
of more recent phEnomena. The case of Hieracium is particularly interesting in 
this connexion, for among the many described apomictic micro-species in 
a11y one region (cf. P UGSLEY 1948 for the 260 species of the Briti sh Isles) 
there are wide-ranging species, sometimes with markedly disjunct distribu 
tions , and narrow endemics probably of recent origin. 

The cases. of apomixjs so far mentioned are relatively simple, in that the 
majority of taxa described in each case are obligatorily apomictic. Genera 
such as Poa., Calamagrostis and Potentilla , however, in which rartial or facul 
tative apomixis occurs, present patterns of variation which no amount of 
careful study by the orthodox methods will resolve into definable species. 
The taxonomically recognfrable species here may be, from a biosystematic 
point of view, highly complex groups consistjng of several cytodemes (" chro
mosome races " ) each of which may be partially or wholly apomictic. This is 
obviously the case in the Potentilla verna aggregate in Europe (cf. SKALINSKA 
& CzAPIK 1958 and references given there). To what extent the known complex
ity of the species so distinguished should be further recognised by the use of 
infra-specific categories is a question which really lies outside the scope of this 
paper, but I shall refer briefly to the general problem later. 
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Autogamy 

Another kind of reproductive situation which is found to underlie some 
cases of critical taxonomy is autogamy or habitual self-pollination. In such 
cases local populations tend to be largely homozygous and therefore relatively 
uniform in morphology, whilst being more or less sharply demarcated from 
adjacent populations. This type of variation is familiar in certain autogamous 
ephemeral weeds such as Capsella bursa-pastoris, and it is significant that all 
attempts to fit the undoubtedly large variation of Capsella into an orthodox 
taxonomic framework have proved unsuccessful. The classical case of Erophila 
verna, in which Jordan distinguished more than 200 "species", presumably 
owes its taxonomic intractability in part to autogamous reproduction, al 
though as WINGE (1940) showed, polyploidy is also involved in this case. An 
interesting case recently described in some detail where autogramy is as
sociated with taxonomic complexity and local speciation is that in the orchid 
genus Epipactis, where a group of taxa may be distinguished in which the 
flower-structure is secondarily simplified and self-pollination is obligatory 
(YOUNG, 1953). 

Polyploidy 

By far the most important micro-evolutionary situation with taxonomic 
implications is the phenomenon of polyploidy. The literature on this subject, 
is, of course, very large (cf. S'I'EBBINS 1950 for the most important references) 
and I shall not attempt here to give any survey, but be content with some 
generalisations which C'lm reasonably be made from the known facts, and 
the mention of one or two particular cases. 

Firstly, it is clear that allopolyploid species-pairs or species-groups make up a considerable 
part of the European :flora; many of the commonest species of Europe such as Poa annua L., 
Dactylis glornerata L., Lotus corniculatus L. are a lmost certainly of allopolyploid hybrid origin 
from diploid parent species, and there are few genera of reasonable size in the European flora in 
which some indication of polyploidy is not evident in the known chromosome numbers of the 
species. 

Secondly, diploid-polyploid relationships may be accompanied by any degree of morphological 
distinction, from an obvious one which has provided the basis for a recognition of distinct species 
in the classical taxonomy (as in the case of Viola reichenbachiana JoRD. ex BoR. and V. riviniana 
Rcrrn.) to one in which it is not possible even to make a statistical separation of the two cyt.o 
d emes on mean cell size (as in the case of Kohlrauschia d escribed by B0cHEH 1953).The common
est situation, well illustrated by Paa annua (cf. TuTIN 1957), is one in which orthodox taxonom y 
bad recognised the morphological differences correlated with the polyploidy at. the 1 e v o l 
of variety, or if at specific level, th!3 majority of taxonomists had not, used the taxa so 
recognised. Thus the Northern Poa supina ScHRAD. and the W. Mediterranean-Atlantic P. in
.firrna K uNTH which are almost certainly the parent species of the variable allotetraploid Poa 
annua L., had received relatively little taxonomic recognition until the cytological and micro 
f'volutionary situation was clarified. Many other examples of taxonomic "recognition" of poly
p loidy are given by LovE (1951). 

A third generalisation concerns basic chromosome numbers. A comparison of chromosome 
numbers in certain groups suggests that a llopolyploidy was involved in the more distant. evolution 
of many Angiosperms. Peculiar basic numbers characteristic of a sub-genus, genu s or sub-family 
may have as their most plausible explanation an ancient allopolyploid origin (or origins ) for 
the whole group. Thus in the Gentianaceae "the generic diversification ... has been based on 
a high degree of alloploidy" (L0vE, D. 1953), and the whole sub-family Pomoideae of the Rosa
ceae have the basic number 17, plausibly related to other Rosaceous basic numbers X = 8 and 
X = 9. DARLINGTON (1956) should be consulted for other examples of this kirni. 

Polyploidy is therefore a widespread phenomenon responsible for so-called 
"abrupt speciation" and probably involved in earlier stages of Angiosperm 
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evolution also. How far should knowledge of patterns of cytological relation
ship, or knowledge of micro-evolutionary polyploid situations, influence the 
orthodox taxonomy? It is at this point that there has been in recent years 
the largest measure of practical disagreement. Some have claimed (cf. VA 
LENTINE and L0VE 1958, p. 160) "that the mem hers of a polyploid series 
should generally be given specific rank, even when the morphological differ
ences are very slight". The justification for this demand is usually that wher
ever possible the species of the taxonomist should be made to coincide with 
the hologamodeme of the biosystematist ; and the reason for making such 
a demand has already been discussed. There is no doubt that, whether the 
taxonomist accepts or rejects the "genetiral species" argument, he is likely to 
be swayed in his judgment of the ranl to be assigned to a particular taxon if 
he finds that a definable morphological difference is correlated with a cyto
logical one. In other words, in cases where the morphological distinctions are 
barely sufficient to provide a basis for specific difference, chromosome number 
provides, as it were , an additional taxonomic character. The diploid-tetraploid 
pair Oardamine hirsuta L. and 0. flexuosa WITH. provide a good example. 
Most European Floras accept these two species; yet in practice their discrimi
nation not infrequently presents difficulty , which we are apparently prepare<l 
to tolerate. 

The use of cytological data at generic level also raises issues of practical 
importance. There is an increasing tendency to re-define genera by intro
ducing new criteria, among them cytological information. The stated aim of 
some taxonomists is to produce "phylogenetically significant" genera, possess
ing, for example, the same basic chromosome number, and therefore assumed 
to have a common origin. Thus there is a great temptation to re-classify the 
Pn:mulaceae, raising some of the Sections of Primula to the status of indepen
dent genera and demoting some of the existing genera; such a re-classification 
could reveal correlations between morphological resemblance and basic 
chromooome number which are not so obvious on a cursory inspection of the 
information as it is usually presented. Whether we do this or not should de
pend entirely on our assessment of the advantages (of pointing to such corre
lations) as against the disadvantages (of the nomenclatural chaos which would 
ensue). It is always important to ask whether an e x i sting sectional 
classification of a genus could not (as in DARLINGTON and WYLIE 1955, pp. 
276- 8) reveal the correlations adequately enough for the purposes of experi 
mental taxonomists and others interested in patterns of variation and evo
lution of the family. It is interesting that BABCOCK (1947) has not felt impelled 
to express the interesting correlation between basic number and sectional 
taxonomy in Orepis in a framework which departs significantly from the 
"orthodox" one. 

Finally, the difficulty of partial or regional solutions must be mentioned. 
The case of Valeriana officinalis L. is a particularly interesting one. This 
widespread European species has been investigated both experimentally and 
by orthodox taxonomic methods in several parts of Europe by many different 
workers. A general picture emerges which is familiar enough; there are diploid , 
tepraploid and octoploid cytodemes which can to some extent be recognised 
by their morphology and ecological preference, and have significant geograph
ical distributions. SKALINSKA (1951) states that the recognition of taxa corres
ponding in part to the cytodemes is easier in Poland than in some other parts 
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of Europe, such as Britain, in which most populations consist of variable 
octoploids. A workable taxonomy for Poland would not necesrnrily be applic
able to the same group in Western Europe, and there is a natural fa:ndfncy 
to seek a taxonomic framework which will apply, so far as is known , through
out the area of the group concerned. In such cases, a provisional regional 
treatment, accompanied by a clear statement about the complexities of the 
problem, is obviously the only solution. 

H y bridisation 

It seems certain that the importance of hybridi rntion in the understanding 
of micro-evolutionary phenomena has been under-estimated in the past. Of 
course a number of spectacular cases of species-hybridisation have long been 
familiar in the European floristic literature (e.g. the fertile Gewm urbanum X 
G. rivale hybrids , cf. MARSDEN- JONES 1930); but the existence of relatively 
few striking examples of this kind has probably tended to obscure rather than 
illuminate the more widespread subtle phEnomEnon to which ANDERSON 
( 1949) first drew general attention - namely the "introgressive hybridisation" 
or restricted gene-flow from one species into a related one incompletely sepa
rated by genetical and/or geographic-ecological barriers. BAKER (1951) has 
produced a very valuable general review of the possible importance of this kind 
of phenomenon. 

Realisation of the widespread nature of hybrid phlnomcna, particularly 
in a flora such as that of Northern and Central Europe which has been pro
foundly and recently affected by glaciation, must naturally have its effect 
on taxonomy, and indeed we have alrrndy discussed the particular phenomenon 
of allopolyploid hybridisation. In certain extreme cases (such as that of the 
g nus Salix, investigated experimentally by NILSSON 1930), it seems that the 
Pxtent of hybridisation, C\Oupled with effective vegetative propagation, has 
produced a pattern of variation in which the delimitation of taxonomic species 
must be more th.an usually arbitrary. In such cases disagreements about the 
nature and delimitation of taxa are inevitable, and the ordinary taxonomist 
must be provided, if necessary, as in the apomictic groups , with aggregate or 
sectional names for general use. Thus the majority of British botanists find 
a distinction at specific level between Salix cinerea L. and S. atrocinerea BROT. 
more or less unworkable , although in the Atlantic parts of Continental Europe 
the two taxa are apparently more effectively distinct. A similar case is provided 
by the two B etula spp., B. pendula ROTH. and B. pubescens EHRH. In parts 
of Europe (e.g. Finland) there is little difficulty in naming trees in the field , 
nind the taxonomic differences are paralJeled by different ecological prefennces ; 
but in areas such as lowland England where most B etula woodland has a highly 
complex history, fertile hybrid populations are common, and individual trees 
cannot be assigned to one or other species. 

Many more subtle cases of introgression will undoubtedly be described 
in the European literature; a recent one of some interest is that in Euphrasia , 
investigated by YEO (1955) . Here there is good evidence of introgression from 
tetraploid to diploid species, and at least one local taxon which has beEn given 
specific rank (E. vigursii DAVEY) seems likely to have originated in this way. 

In any such case the framework of orthodox taxonomy is likely to be affected 
by the experimental evidence. One general problem which emerges is that of 
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·deciding what degree of introgression need be demonstrated before a species 
is to be formally designated "hybrid". This is, of course , another aspect of the 
problem of the variability of species , to which we must now turn. 

Yariabilit y of sex ual s p ec i es 

Recognition of important genetic variation within and between local 
populations of ordinary sexual species has led to comdderablc discussion as 
to how, if at all , such kno-wledge is to be accommodated into the " legall)' 
permissible" framework of "subspecies", "varietas" ~tnd "forma" provided 
by the International Code of Botanical Nomenclatnn. \iVidesprcacl ecotypic 
and regional variation patterns are normally exhibited by common European 
species, and to some extent these patterns have already received recognition 
in the detailed orthodox taxonomy. Thus in the case of Silme vulgaris L. scnR. 
!at. investigated by MARSDEN- JONES and TURRLLL ( 1058) . names arc availabk 
(some at specific level) for five of the six taxa which they recognise as sub 
species with geographical differentiation in Europe ; and in the very complicated 
case of Campanula rotundifolia L. ( B 0cHER U>60) a few of the diploid cyto
demes (2n = 34) correspond with described taxa, though the majority of 
species described within the aggregate contain both diploid and tetraploid 
plants. 

The taxonomic treatment of ecotypic and other local genetically-based 
rnriation lies outside the scope of this paper, but the recognition of geograph
ir'a] variation patterns is relevapt, because in practice taxonomists usuall)' 
I .ave to choose between specific and subspecific rank for such cases. A compa
rison of treatment in some of principal Floras of Europe shows great differen
ces in this respect , ranging from a complete absence of subspecies in KoMAROV 
(1934) to a considerable use in HEGI (1906). This Jack of uniformity causes 
nomEnclatural complications , and naturally makes the use of the literature 
in the preparation of Flora Europaea even more difficult than it might other
wise be. JuzEPCUK's defence of the KoMAROV concept of the species ( 1958) -
which amounts to a justification of the ban on the use of the subspecific 
category - is interesting, not least for its historical survey of the species 
concept in the Russian botanical literature. It is , however, difficult to see 
·either the theoretical n ecessity or the practical advantage of using the binomial 
rn widely for taxa in which the morphological differences are inadequate for 
determination by the standards of taxonomic practice. The effect is often 
to make the Komarov "series" an aggregate , or species sens. lat. The 
same kind of information is being conveyed, whether the subspecies is used or 
not , and the decision as to whether in any particular case it should be used 
ought reasonably to be based upon the practicability of identifying a specimen. 
If the morphological and anatomical differences are either so incomplete o r 
rn difficult that a significant number of specimens (say more than 10% ) 
cannot be assigned with reasonable certainty to the taxon concerned, then it 
will be inconvrnirnt to designate it by a binomial. J UZEPCUK says ( 1958) that 
" we must strive to represent nature as it is , and not as it would suit us or 
simply as we should like it to be", implying that there is only one "kind" 
or grouping in Nature whose recognition is , as it were , scientifically respect
able ... and that "kind" must in every case receive a binomial and ipso 
f a c t o be a species. 

J UZEPCUK's claim, to recognise species as " kinds" in nature, is therefor0 
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in the long tradition of biologists impressed with the facts of morphological 
discontinuity and the more or less rntisfactory correlations with geographical 
distribution, ecological preferences or genetical criteria. ( cf. for example Du 
Rrn·rz 1930 & RoTHMALER 1944) . His adverse criticism of VAN STEENIS (1957) 
though admittedly the work was available to him only after he had completed 
the article - seems a little odd, in that Van Steenis' general species concept is , 
like that of Juzepcuk, based on the recognition of morphologically different 
"kinds" in the field. In two respects, however, Van Steenis ' recommendations 
conflict with those of Juzepcuk; firstly he advocated a wide species concept; 
and secondly he is impressed with the genetic species criterion, arguing, for 
example, that in view of the "miscibility" of Geum urbanum L. and G. rivale L. 
it is "scientifically erroneous and educationally reprehensible" to continue to 
distinguish them a s s p e c i e s. * VAN S·rEENIS is nevertheless (in company 
with most taxonomists and field botanists) cautious in that he effectively 
subordinates any genetical criterion to a morphological one. His paper contains 
an immensely valuable bibliography of all aspects of the subject of modem 
Angiosperm taxonomy. 

It seems to be true that nearly all the writers on the species concept assume 
that a particular "real entity" or "kind" is discoverable in any and every case , 
and that the business of the investigator is to discover and describe it, and if 
he is a taxonomist, to name and classify it. Those to whom some kind of gene 
tical criterion is of paramount importance will find that kind of "real" 
species; and they will argue with those who claim that the "population in 
nature" or " the group of individuals possessing certain hereditary characters" 
is the "kind" they are looking for. The arguments become heated precisely 
because the "kinds" differently defined will not always coincide. Of course 
they m a y and often do coincide, and a study of the significance of this is of 
profound importance for the understanding of the micro-evolutionary process ; 
but we must not complain if they do not. 

Concl u sion 

The dilemma evident here is the general one which we have exemplified 
earlier, and which applies to generic as well as to specific delimitation. It may 
be stated in the form of a double question: firstly, "can we satisfactorily 
define and name units which will form a basis for a hierarchical classification 1 '' 
and secondly "should our aim be to perfect a single "natural" classification 
which can embody all kinds of information in the definition of its constituent 
taxa1" 

rrhe first question is obviously already answered so far as the vascular 
plants are concerned; we are operating reasonably effectively with a classific
ation which has been traditionally shaped. Yet it is worth remembering that 

* GAJEWSKI (1951) has pointed out the chaotic implications of Van Steenis' argument in tho 
genus Geum; at the conclusion of one of the most detailed systematic studies of any European 
genus he states : 

"The overwhelming majority of species from the subgenus Eugetim cross among themselves 
quite easily, and almost the whole of the subgenus could be included in one coenospecies. Somo 
species ... in Clausen's system of classification ... could be even included in one ecospecies ... 
The conclusion which is to be drawn from these considerations is that incompatibility barrieri::; 
often depend on factors which are not distributed within a genus in a manner strictly correlated 
with the degree of morphological differentiation between species." 
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there are groups of organisms for which a clear answer to this first question 
has not yet been given - for example, the Bacteria (cf. LYSENKO and SNEA'ru 
1959). It is also important to remember that we arc using a classification which , 
as we have seen, bears very obvious marks of its history upon it ; this neces
sarily means that if we could " wipe the slate clean" and start again, we should 
not expect to get the same result. The absence of an agreed m e t h o d of 
procedure and of an agreed philosophical basis would in fact prevent us from 
starting again, even if we wished to. It is possible, for example, that we would 
wish to decide whether our classification should be " typological" , forming 
its groups by reference to, or association around, a type specimen or ty]Jc 
concept, or whether it should proceed in some other way which many would 
think was more " respectable" scientifically. 1~he philosophical implications 
of typology in biology are still disputed and likely to remain so for some time 
(cf. for example ZIMMERMANN (105H)). A discussion of the typological basis 
of a "natural" classification is not possible here , but it leads us directly into the 
second question - is a single perfect classification our aim? 

The attraction of the idea of what TuRIULL (1D42) has called an "omega
taxonomy" is obvious enough. It is a comforting thought that we could con
tinue to "improve" our existing morphologically-based classifications by 
employing more and more criteria derived from new techniques or called forth 
by new kinds of investigation. Even if the process is painful - as when some 
traditionally-hallowed piece of classification has to be abandoned - is not this 
inevitable in the name of scientific progress? Belief in an "ideal" classification 
which would somehow serve all purposes and contain all knowledge is a very 
strong factor, consciously or subconsciously, in the mind of most taxonomists , 
and in so far as it is rationally expressed, it tends to be presented in a phylo
genetic (evolutionary) guise. The argument runs thus: we must assume that 
evolution has taken a particular course; all taxa can therefore be thought of 
as related to all other taxa in a particular way and to a particular degree; it is 
therefore theoretically possible so to order our classification that it reflects 
accurately the course of evolution. 

But is not this an impossibly naive view? Why should a two-dimensional 
hierarchical classification be able to express all the complexities of evolution? It 
iR obvious enough, for example, from what little we know of allopolyploid 
micro-evolution, that polytopic origin and reticulation can occur, and may 
occur frequently; and no amount of juggling with the boundaries of taxa can 
hope to express a fraction of this possible evolutionary complexity alone. 
Ignoring, then, any theoretical or philosophical considerations, the yearning 
for an "omega-taxonomy" seems on practical grounds to lead to frustration 
and disappointment. 

1,here are, however, serious philosophical objections to the search for an 
" ideal" or "omega-taxonomy", inherent in the nature of the activity of 
classification itself. These objections could be briefly summarised as followf:l. 
The "rightness" or "wrongness" of any piece of classification - or indeed of 
any statement at all - is to be judged by reference both to the "objective 
facts of nature" and to the purpose for which the classification is made 
(or the context in which the statement is made). In practice most scientists 
do proceed in their enquiries in this way, insofar as they are conscious of 
adopting a particular mental procedure. Certain types of scientific argument, 
however, arise inadvertently because this procedure is not in fact being followed . 
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A "natural" clasification is somehow conceived of as being ultimately ''right" -
either for all purposes, or for an undefined purpose - whilst "mere" artificial 
classifications are conceded as "useful" or "right" for particular purposes. 
The general statement of the view of language here implied is due to CRA ws
HAY- WILLIAMS (1957). 

Adopting this method of enquiry, the legitimate question then would seem 
to be this: if we make (or use) "natural" classifications based on maximum 
correlation of attributes, and which therefore recognise objectively definable 
discontinuities of various kinds , for what purposes are these classifications 
useful? Much recent discussion on the theme has centred around the mathe
matical approach to the problem of making "natural" classifications, and there 
is a danger that the biologist may be substituting a new "ideal" or "omega-taxo
nomy", namely that which the mathematician can produce for him , which he 
would feel justified itself and did not require reference to a purpose. (SNEA'l'H 

( 1958) discusses some of these questions and gives a useful bibliography.} 
It seems important for the taxonomist, in this situation, to make a strong plea 
for the continued recognition of an "orthodox" morphologically-based taxo
nomy as providing a general-purpose classification, and permitting a wide 
range of valuable generalirntions to be made. In particular he must resist 
pressure from all specialists to alter radically this framework to suit either 
their particular concern (evolutionary relationship, genetic similarity, "bio
logical significance") or the demands of an undefinable ''omega-taxonomy". 
He should insist that they use special termjnology and where necesrnry special 
classifications to express their particular interest. In so doing he will be serving 
the interests of the science as a whole, to which a workable general reference 
system is just as n eceseary today as it was in the time of Linnaeus. 

Summary 

The paper gives a brief his torical survey of the concepts of genus and species in the European 
flora, and considers in particular their origin in Aristotelian log ic. It stresses that the main fra . 
mework and the procedures of Angiosperm taxonomy are pre-Darwinian, and considers the 
impact of Darwin's ideas, those of his contemporaries and successor s, and the "experimental 
taxonomy" of the present century on this traditional discipline. Some indication is given of the
main types of micro-evolutionary situation in flowering plants, with examples from recent lite 
rature. The suggestion is made that arguments about the reality of " kinds" in nature, as also 
the desire for a s ingle "omega-taxonomy'', both arise from an inadequate philosophical view of 
the nature and purpose of class ification. The final recommendation is that the traditional morpho
logically -based taxonomy must be retai~ed for the general reference system of the science as. 
a whole, and that special studies must, as and when necessary, operate with separate specialised 
t erminologies. 
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